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This newsletter is published to communicate and celebrate the many Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics activities and achievements at The Thomas Hardye School.

Exploring Space Radiation with Tim Peake
Original project research ‘An
investigation into the possible
causes of the identified South
Atlantic Anomaly’ carried out
by the CERN@school team of
Alfred Dal Din, Jonathan
Photo: STFC
Hoare, Emily McFarlane, Joshua Doherty and Joshua Nugent, all in Year 13, was rewarded by a chance to meet astronaut Tim Peake and to
receive Gold CREST awards, presented by Dr Michael
Campbell, leader of the Medipix laboratory, CERN.
The five gifted physicists worked in school with a
‘Timepix’ chip from the Medipix laboratory provided by
the Institute of Research in Schools (IRIS) programme
CERN@school which aims to inspire the next generation
of scientists and engineers by offering access to CERN
technology. The chip acts as a 3D camera for alpha, beta, gamma radiation, recording a wide range of data.
Mike Grocott from the UK
Space Academy delivered a
Space Masterclass for Year
12 students in the summer
term on ‘Gravitational potential’ sponsored by The
Ogden Trust. He then gave
the CERN@school team ‘TimPix’ data collected at
400km above Earth on 4 Timepix chips which had been
taken on board the International Space Station (ISS) by
astronaut Tim Peake Dec 2015-June 2016 during the
Principia Mission. Mr Grocott suggested that the students might investigate possible causes for a hotspot
anomaly for frame energy, evident in an area of the
South Atlantic, as recorded by the Timpix data.
With support from former THS student Fionn Bishop, the
students worked very hard on finding an explanation;
they suggested that ground sources of radiation might be
responsible and then used experiments and information
science to conclude that the hotspot was most likely
caused by space weather. The project was selected by
the UK Space Agency to be presented at the Principia
conference held in Portsmouth on 2nd November which
celebrated a wide variety of projects linked to Tim
Peake’s Principia mission. Josh Doherty and Josh
Nugent were fortunate to attend and present the team’s
findings. Following a spellbinding talk given by Tim
Peake himself in which he shared his experiences of six
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months of space travel, the
students were given a chance
to meet their inspirational hero
and to discuss their project,
including specifics about the
frame energy data recorded
above Dorset by the ISS.
Photo: Christopher Ison / University of
Portsmouth / UK Space Agency

All 5 team members took part the following week in
CERN@school symposium, held at Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL). Jonathan Hoare, Emily McFarlane
and Alfred Dal Din stepped up to present their work to a
gathering of 170 students and professional academics
and leaders from industry which was live streamed.
The team were given a tour of RAL’s world-leading ISIS
neutron and muon source which provides a stream of
particles for a huge range of research uses. They also
listened to talks on lasers, Geographical Information
Systems, citizen science, software solutions for data
representation and many amazing school projects. IRIS
schools were encouraged to share best practice and to
get involved with experiments investigating real world
problems using their own CERN@school Timepix chip.
Four of the team were amongst 40
Year 13 physicists who visited
CERN, Geneva in November; they
presented their project to Medipix staff and fellow students during a tour of the laboratory where the chip was
created. They have entered The
Big Bang Competition 2017 and
aim to write a short scientific paper
to share their findings in a school
science journal.
To celebrate the safe arrival of Tim
Peake back on Earth, Mr Munro and a
team of ardent cyclists (including teaching legend, Mr Reader as pictured and
tweeted) kept in good shape raising over £500 in aid of
the Fortuneswell Cancer Trust for their ‘Static Bike
Ride to the ISS and back’ 800km in 10hrs 31minutes!
Professor Danielle George, in her
Presidential address to the Association for Science Education, was so
inspired by Tim Peake talking with
children, she urged delegates to leave their comfort
zone, to dare pupils to tinker, experiment, experience
failure and success and in so doing, let magic happen.
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Partnership Progress
A pioneering genetics study ‘Investigating the epidemiology of Borrelia Spirochaetes in Dorset’‘ being carried out by sixth form biologists after school in GENEsis
club has yielded positive results and given students the
chance to take part in many special outreach events.
In collaboration with University of Exeter scientists, three year groups
have now gained undergraduate level skills and
knowledge, guided by
Mr Lewis and Dr Rowe;
the team is using PCR
(Polymerase Chain Reaction) and gel electrophoresis, to determine if individual
ticks contain Borrelia burgdorferi, the bacteria which
cause Lyme Disease. More than 400 ticks were collected
from across Dorset in each of the past two summers by
members of the public - just one sample amongst the
first 150 ticks processed has been found to be positive!
In February, 10 students
attended the inaugural
Royal Society Partnership
Grants conference held in
London in the impressive
surroundings of the UK’s
national science academy.
They shared their research
with the President and Fellows of the Royal Society,
Members of Parliament, invited guests and representatives from 11 other schools who had similarly been fortunate in being given a grant to develop a programme of
research in their school.
In March, as part of British Science Week, the
club attracted further national recognition by being voted the ‘Most unusual STEM club’ and received a £200 voucher for equipment sponsored by Rapid Electronics. GENEsis students also marked the week
by acting as role models in THS’ biennial ‘Meet the Scientists’ event for students in Years 9 and 10, explaining
the project to small groups in mini-meetings in theatre.
A key aim of the
project is to
raise awareness
of Lyme Disease
within Dorset
and further afield. In April during the Fossil Festival Secondary Schools’ Science Day, Mr Lewis discussed the
project with visiting presenters from a widespread range
of organisations and Mrs
Campbell discussed it with
teachers from visiting local
schools. Mr Lewis and Mrs
Wardlaw attended the Association for Science Education conference to promote the project nationally.
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Further opportunities to reach out and spread the message included sharing the University of Exeter’s stand at
the ‘Big Bang South
West’, a celebration of
STEM, held at the University and attended by 2000
pupils, their teachers and
other presenters from
across the region.
In early September, the
Dorset County Show provided
a great networking opportunity
for all age groups to get hands
-on with the project. A local
vet was impressed and said
that future conversations with
clients about Lyme Disease would specifically mention that the bacteria had now
been found locally.
Later in September, 5 students
with Dr Rowe presented a talk at
a national conference for medical professionals, patients and
carers at the University of Cambridge organised by the charity
Lyme Disease Action. Sharing
a platform with international
speakers at the cutting edge of this complex disease
was an exceptional experience. Joselyn commented “It’s
given us a human perspective of Lyme Disease as although we understood the science and the mechanisms
of it, we now fully understand how it affects people.”
October‘s Family Festival of
Science offered another opportunity for GENEsis members to supervise hands-on
activities and to discuss their
science with all generations.
In the autumn term, experienced Year 13 students extended their skills and carried out new genetics investigations testing ticks for causative agents of other diseases e.g. Anaplasma, Babesia, whilst the new members in
Year 12 were being trained up with the basic methodology and visited Exeter for a genetics workshop organised
by Dr Nicky King. Year 13 students also tested the public
for their ability to taste chemicals (sodium benzoate and
phenylthiocarbamide), to see if this correlates with enjoyment of certain foods. To build up a good sample size,
they recruited participants at the Sixth Form Open evening and at a Community Lecture given by Professor Sir
David Spiegelhalter FRS, chair of the Partnership Grant
Committee. Royal Society outreach officer Steven Simpson paid a first visit to THS coinciding with Sir David’s
and they took part in a GENEsis club session together.
In July, Year 12 enjoyed an
inspiring outing to the Royal
Society 2016 Summer Science Exhibition; membership of the Royal Society’s
Associate Schools and Colleges Scheme has conferred
so many benefits on THS!
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Community Lectures
Capacity audiences have greeted the latest cast of community lecturers with warmth and generosity.
First up in January, Dr
Steven Le Comber
from Queen Mary University of London
focused on the Maths of
spatial patterns in
‘From Jack the Ripper to malaria; geographic profiling in Biology.’ In the afternoon, Year 10 had a preview of Dr Le Comber’s talk which demonstrated how a
statistical technique could be applied not only to solving
serial murders but more widely to finding the sources of
infectious disease or invasive species. He even gave
Dorchester a scoop about his latest work ahead of its
March publication controversially unmasking graffiti artist
Banksy based on locations of his artworks.
In February, Dr Melanie Windridge
returned to THS to launch a book on
‘Aurora’ combining her love of Physics
and adventure by exploring the science, myths and beauty of the northern
lights. Dr Windridge promoted Physics to
Year 10 by treating students to a premiere
rehearsal of her captivating evening lecture.
ITV’s Science Correspondent Alok Jha
arrived in the nick of time to help THS
celebrate British Science Week fresh
from a flight in a Tiger Moth at Compton Abbas where he had been recreating weather experiments. His lecture,
based on ‘The Water Book: the extraordinary story of our most ordinary substance’, urged his audience
to marvel at its remarkable properties.
Dr Maria Pavlidou from the
University of Birmingham
and The Ogden Trust,
brought an exhibition of banners to support her April talk
about an ancient Greek astronomical computer and oldest known scientific instrument, the wondrous ‘Antikythera mechanism’. Discovered in 1901 in a shipwreck, recent X-ray tomography
advances have demystified how it worked and led to creation of a replica. She joined Southampton’s ‘Bringing
Research to Life’ Roadshow to impress students from
THS and other schools the following day demonstrating
man’s ingenuity > 2000 years ago.
The annual Clinton Grassby lecture was given by Mathew Morris
from the University of Leicester in
September. He held members of 3
Dorchester Rotary Clubs in the full auditorium spellbound as he related how he famously
discovered the body of ‘King Richard III
under the car park’ and deduced its
identity from all the evidence. Students
in Years 9 and 10 were likewise captivated during an afternoon Science lesson.
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Professor Sir David Spiegelhalter OBE FRS from
University of Cambridge
entertained the gathered
throng with ‘Naughty numbers in the news; how to
spot a shabby statistic’ in
October. He discussed ways in which numbers are exaggerated or manipulated to support a message including examples taken from the media in recent months
with misleading uses of averages and perception of risk.
November’s lecture ‘Bubbles
and bangs’ was delivered by
renowned international volcanologist Professor Kathy Cashman FRS from the University
of Bristol. Using behaviour of
bubbles in food and drink to
explain the various types of volcanic eruption certainly
helped with understanding technicalities. Earlier, Year 13
geographers had enjoyed a talk on ‘Volcanoes and human history’ and how populations had been affected by
and responded to past global eruptions.
‘Extrasolar planets’ was the exciting topic
delivered by the final speaker of the year,
astrophysicist extraordinaire Dr Nathan
Mayne from the University of Exeter.
The programme for Spring 2017 offers up five more
dates for our faithful attendees. In January, Professor
Steve Jones FRS from University College London will
address ‘Is Man just another animal? Evolution and
Us’; in February, THS is joining forces with Jurassic
Coast Trust to stage a UNESCO Associated Schools
lecture to be given by broadcaster and author Dean Lomax from the University of Manchester ‘Discovering
dinosaurs in Britain’ and Dr Ceri Lewis from the University of Exeter will tackle ‘Plastics, plankton and
poo; investigating the effects of marine microplastics on plankton’. To celebrate British Science Week,
Dr Peter Wothers from the University of Cambridge is
will deliver ‘Gods, devils and alcohol—their influence
in chemical nomenclature’. And finally, in April it will be
a pleasure to welcome back Dr Brian Foster OBE FRS
and violinist Jack Liebeck to give a Physics and musical
rendition of ‘Superstrings’ in homage to Einstein.
Lectures began in response to THS becoming a
Specialist Science College in 2002, tasked with becoming a centre of excellence for science and improving
scientific literacy both within curriculum and its community. The school has maintained this drive despite specialisms losing government funding in 2010 following political change. The school is grateful for the charity donations given by the loyal Community Lecture audience. In
the 2015-16 academic year just over £2000 was raised
for the DASP (Dorchester Area Schools Partnership)
Science Development fund to support science enrichment projects. Winning bids were funded for activities in
Damers School, St Mary’s First Catholic School, St
Mary’s CE VC First School Charminster, Frome Valley
First School; equivalent funds were given in the name of
individual speakers as requested to Royal National Lifeboat Institution, Medecins Sans Frontiers, Cancer Research UK, Edirisa UK and Dorset County Museum.
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Physics and Biology in the Field
@Dorset County Show
A doughty team of Institute of
Physics (IOP) ambassadors
from local industry and academia joined THS staff and
students at the Dorset County
Show in September to
encourage passing members of the public to try out simple science experiments. A soggy Saturday and sunny
Sunday saw over 1000 visitors have a go
at a wide range of Physics
tricks; some were new
such as testing sunscreen
efficiency using UV sensitive beads; others were
tried and tested favourites
guaranteed to arouse curiosity (including
musical coat hanger, Cartesian diver, bottle tornado,
skewered balloon, lolly stick kazoo to name but a few
from the IoP’s Marvin and Milo series of kitchen-friendly
fun ideas).
The Tick Project team presented
updates about their research on
finding Lyme Disease in Dorset (as
described on Page 2) and gave advice to
the country-loving audience on becoming ‘tick aware’ and methods of tick removal. Children were taught to use microscopes and to attempt simple lab experiments with help from sixth formers
on duty. The County Show is a great
networking opportunity for THS and it is always a bonus
when former students call by to say hello and share
news of studies, careers, friends and personal progress.

A Fantastic Family Festival of Science
THS opened its doors to a record attendance of well over
1000 visitors (ranging from just 14 days old to 70+ years)
keen to enjoy a huge range of free fun hands-on STEM
activities and shows on a fine Saturday, October 8th.
The annual DASP Family Festival of Science coincided
with Biology Week, Earth Science Week, the International Year of Pulses, the Big Draw and UK Fungus Day.
Enthusiastic staff and students from THS turned out voluntarily to support 70 amazing professional outreach scientists and helpers representing local and national organisations, with many of them attending for a first time:

Biotrack, Bournemouth University, Butterfly Conservation, Dorchester Middle School, Dorset Community Energy Team, Dorset Police Road Safety,
Dorset and Wilts Fire and Rescue, Down to Earth,
Explorer Dome, Farming and Countryside Education, Institute of Physics, Kwikfit, Litter Free Coast
and Sea; Junior Geo, Jurassic Coast Trust, Manor
Park School, QinetiQ, Ranger Russ, Sara Pascoe,
South Western Ambulance
Service, University of Southampton, Urban Heaths Partnership, Wessex Water.
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The Big Draw offered a peaceful escape from the hustle
and bustle with UK Fungus Day and International Year
of Pulses providing inspiration for high quality art work
and bean and fungus fun.
A packed theatre audience
greeted THS Physics teacher
Steve Shapland as he presented each of the afternoon’s three dynamic rocket
shows. Continuing with a space theme, Dr Sadie Jones’
team from Southampton gave four stellar Astrodome
performances about the solar system and beyond, and
Dr Nick Higginbottom challenged people to ‘Ask an Astronomer’ whilst Bournemouth University offered a Martian Lego robotics challenge and IOP ambassadors
demonstrated the wonder of physics.
Ranger Russ and his supporting cast
of four and six legged (and legless!) creatures headlined the
Biology Week celebrations. Butterfly Conservation’s lepidopteran
-inspired activities and Urban
Heaths Partnership’s display of
scaly skinned reptiles urged visitors to go wild in Dorset; Biotrack led teddy bear tracking
expeditions in the grounds whilst Bournemouth University revealed astonishing microbial life under their microscopes. Biosciences STEM Club’s graphic demonstrations of digestive processes alongside Sara Pascoe’s
brain games and jellies provided much food for thought!
An Earth Science Week grant enabled visitors to Jurassic and Triassic themed labs to learn from experts, to
hunt for real fossils (and take some home), to handle
rare specimens, to paint models, be face-painted and to
play coastal creationary games; and in QinetiQ’s earthquake zone they could generate some seismic waves.
Other ‘have a go’ opportunities included building a boat
challenge, making and testing metal detectors, flying a
drone, making a bath bomb, food and farming puzzles
and coding a mouse. Concerns about bioenergy, superconductors and solar, biodiversity, eco-friendly plastics,
river catchments were highlighted in a host of environmental activities provided by Southampton University,
Wessex Water, Litter Free Coast and Sea and the Community Energy Team. The fire, police (supported by
Kwikfit) and ambulance services demonstrated aspects
of the important work they do with latest technology. Partner schools helped out too with
Dorchester Middle looking after a spider silk
game and making jumping beans and Manor
Park offering Minecraft sessions. An exhausting day but all agreed, well worth the effort!
Sales of refreshments provided by Stratford and Trenchard Colleges (together with donations for ‘the science of
candy floss and popcorn’) totalled £500 split equally between Weldmar and Julia’s House Hospices.
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Bringing STEM Research to Life
with the University of Southampton

Fossil Festival Secondary Schools’ Day

(and extra guest from the University of Birmingham)
Triple science students in
Years 9nt and 10nths, with
visiting students from Purbeck,
All Saints and Dorchester Middle Schools, spent a special
lesson in April learning about
life enhancing cutting edge
university-level research with Dr Tony Curran and crew.
A live demonstration, led by Michael
Giles explored ways of avoiding ‘Metal
Fatigue’ in Engineering as it can be
difficult to predict.
Students visiting ‘Electrochemistry, energy and art’
led by James Frith, learnt about research into lithium ion
batteries and electroplated their names in zinc on a copper plate to show how electrochemistry is used.
Swarna Prasad shared her ‘Eco-friendly
hair products’ research aiming to embed
sustainability into Southampton Business
School’s Hair and Beauty curriculum and
persuade hairdressers to adopt pro-environmental behaviours, for better hair, bills and the planet!
‘Ultrasonic Particle Levitation’ can seem like
magic, but as Steve Dorney explained, it is manipulation of the position of particles using
sound. This has applications in tissue engineering, bio-detection, advanced device design and
fabrication, and modelling of acoustic radiation forces.
Students were urged by Ben Waterson to consider the
skills needed in ‘Railways Transportation Research’ to
enable a train to arrive on time; civil, design and mechanical engineering; understanding traveller behaviour
and needs for new stations; mathematical optimisation
for the timetable.
‘Stem Cell Mountain’ with Jon Dawson brought to life
the complex idea of
stem cell potential by combining fun of a pinball machine
with a profound metaphor for key biological concepts.
Students learnt about human development and regenerative medicine as they turned wheels to send ‘stem cells'
spinning down the giant marble run and pulled levers to
direct them towards various ‘cell-type’ destinations!
At the ‘Lightwave’ display led by Nathan Soper, students were shown how
scientific fundamentals of light and
optics can be harnessed by modern
telecom systems which provide the data infrastructure
for the 21st century world.
Dr Maria Pavlidou (see Page 3) from
the University of Birmingham gave
students a tutorial about the ancient
‘Antikythera Mechanism’ exhibit.
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Top set students in Year 10 Maths and Year 9s Science
classes spent a lesson in April participating in a selection
of STEM activities presented by national and local scientists who brought 14 inspirational stands to the theatre.
THS welcomed Purbeck, Dorchester Middle and Beaminster Schools and Stanchester Academy to one of the
sessions. The event was run in collaboration with Dr Anjana Ford from the Jurassic Coast Trust and Heather
Prior from Lyme Regis Fossil Festival.
Scientists from London’s Natural History
Museum (NHM) headlined with four activities: ‘Brachiopods: What are they?’;
‘Volcanism and
viscosity’; ‘What’s
in Your Mobile
Phone?’; ‘How did sharks evolve
their fearsome dentitions?’.
First-time presenters: Oxford University
Museum brought microfossils for ‘Date My
Rock’; Geovizix set up a fascinating ‘3D
Augmented Reality Sand Table’; Urban
Heaths Partnership presented ‘Reptile
Changes over History’;
‘Jurassica’ explained the
proposed big fossil project for Portland;
Litter Free Coast and Sea featured their
work combatting ‘Microbead’ pollution.
Returning presenters: Palaeontological Association reprised their timeline activity ‘Animals and Plants of the
Past’; Ordnance Survey updated a ‘Zombie Apocalypse’ activity; South Dorset Ridgeway Landscape Partnership demystified ‘The Science behind Old Bones’,
Bournemouth University offered ‘Skull Identification’.
The Jurassic Coast Trust presented a
new ‘Coastal Creationary’ challenge
game and Jurassic Explorers STEM
club showed off their research on
‘Bones in Stones’.
Sam Scriven from Jurassic Coast Trust took
delivery of his book ‘Fossils of the Jurassic
Coast’ hot off the press and students, staff
and visiting presenters were able to share his
moment of delight at opening a volume and
gave Sam a warm round of applause!
Due to feedback from the Fossil Festival Day, Year 9 now visit London NHM
and Science museums annually.
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Supporting STEM in Feeder Schools
Foundations for an interest in STEM are laid well before
students enter THS. Curriculum links are maintained
strongly throughout the Dorchester Area Schools Partnership (DASP) comprehensive pyramid. Presently
DASP is made up of 13 First Schools which feed to 3
Middle Schools which in turn feed to THS. A Learning
Centre in Dorchester caters for Dorset-wide students 716 years old outside mainstream education.
Sessions for classes from First Schools to
sample science delivered at THS have been
very popular. So far, Piddle Valley, Damers,
Broadmayne, Milborne St Andrew, Prince of
Wales, Puddletown, Manor Park, St Mary’s Catholic and
Winterbourne Valley have taken up the offer for groups
of 30 pupils to visit the science department for an hourlong hands-on engaging lesson in a laboratory. Once a
fortnight, Physics teacher Miss Pengelly offers groups
from Reception and Year 1 a
‘Rockets and Space’ adventure or
from Years 3 and 4, a ‘Fossils and
Bones’ experience (and one class
enjoyed a trial ‘Sound and Vibration’ workshop session with extra
help from Mr Januszewski).
The visit from Puddletown
Reception class in March
coincided with Demo Day
as part of British Science
Week; pupils enjoyed
demonstrations of chemicals burning with bright
coloured flames, exploding pocket rockets made with small canisters loaded with
fizzing tablets, and seeing and hearing the energy produced by burning a jelly baby. All First School pupils take
a googly-eyed ‘THS science bug’ home to remind them
of their first experience of big school science.
Frome Valley enlisted support from
THS for their celebrations of British
Science Week too. Chemistry
teacher Mr Januszewski introduced their Demo Day in a whole
school assembly by explaining that
the word science came from the Latin word meaning
knowledge. He then used chemical mixtures to answer
some taxing questions Why is the sky blue?, Why is the
sunset red?, Have you ever seen a green sunset?
This was followed by ten sixth form science students leading a variety of ‘Gopher Science’ experiments ranging
from Why do sharks have such a strong
sense of smell? to How to make electricity with a lemon; the general consensus from the children
was ''Learning science is fun!''
The Gopher Science team also visited
Puddletown
First School
later in July and staged a carousel of experiments which
were very much appreciated by
the staff and pupils.
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THS runs a couple of exceptional practical ‘Outside the
Classroom’ science sessions for First Schools each
year. Sixth formers join Dr Rowe, Mr Lewis and Dr Ennion’s team helping to mentor pupils from invited schools
as they discover Oceanography and Freshwater Biology
together, guided by university staff and students.
In March, Frome Valley students were
the latest crew to board the RV Callista with skipper Gary Fisher from the
University of Southampton; they conducted experiments checking water
visibility and temperature, sampling
animals on the sea bed, comparing mud grabs and
trawling for plankton. The afternoon was rounded off by
a tour of the National Oceanography Centre’s aquarium.
In June, Milborne St Andrew pupils visited the Freshwater Biological Association’s River Laboratory
near Wareham to take part in a
discovering river ecology experience led by Professor Genoveva
Esteban from Bournemouth University. After kick-sampling for river life, the group identified their catch. Isla wrote in thanks “... My favourite part
was going down to the river it was AMAZING. It was exciting when we got to see the big fish. It was BRILLIANT.
I enjoyed going back to the river lab and drawing the
fish. I drew a bull head. That was my favourite fish.
Thank you. It was the best day of my life”.
Mr Shapland, THS Rocket Man extraordinaire wowed Damers School pupils when
he visited them in February to present
‘This IS Rocket Science’. Teacher Mr
Moore reported “The children are still talking about it today in the classroom trying
to make their own rockets and re-enact some of the experiments. You have inspired them all to want to go into
space in a rocket! To have that WOW moment at the
end when the child said Gravity, just topped the whole
afternoon. To think they were only 4 or 5 years old!”
In July, with astronaut Tim Peake recently back on Earth
and space rocketry being hot news, Year 4 DASP students were invited to THS theatre to enjoy Mr Shapland’s Rocket Show as an ‘end of First School’ outing.
This year, donations received from Community Lectures
(Page 3) are funding activities for all years in the following schools: Damers - Fizz Pop Science workshops; St
Mary’s, Charminster - Space themed activities; St Mary’s
Catholic, Mr G’s Science Shows and Workshops; Frome
Valley visits to Dorset Wildlife Trust’s Lorton Meadows.
THS hosted a successful 'Kidsmeet'
information and communications technology event in April, attended by Mike
Webb from Google. More than 60 pupils came along
from DASP schools and Portland’s IPACA to try out
Chrome books and laptops, educational games, animation software and share green screen fun. THS students
ran programmable Lego robot activities, mini drones and
the animation studio. Mr Webb demonstrated some latest innovations including 'Cardboard' a 3D virtual reality
world experience for Smartphones. A competition to create a Google logo was won by Freya of Frome Valley.
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The Middle Schools’ STEM subject leaders meet regularly with staff from THS to ensure support is given as
needed, with the aim of achieving equal opportunities
and smooth transition for all students in the pyramid.

In July, the Design Technology department also invited DMS Year 7 students
to do a CAD/CAM workshop and make
character key rings.

The Science department has for many years run enrichment sessions for most able students, and for students
that are less engaged, selected by the Middle Schools.
Mr Januszewski offered ‘making energy from lemons’ for
Year 8 Physics and Chemistry sessions in spring and
Mrs Sammons provided ‘genetics and bugs’ themed sessions for the Biology sessions in the summer term.

Further STEM enrichment opportunities abound for THS
science students and, if the timetable permits and arrangements are possible, Middle School students get
invited into events as appropriate. In addition to attending the University of
Southampton Roadshow
and Fossil Festival Secondary Schools’ day
(Page 5), the whole of
Year 7 from DMS and St
Mary’s Middle School
joined Year 9 Napier, Trenchard and Henning pupils on
13 July for the Institute of Physics Regional Lecture in
THS theatre. Physics/engineering doctoral student Jodi
Walsh from the Universities of Bath and Exeter presented a fascinating account of the prospects for wave and
tidal energy in ‘Listening to Machines Underwater:
How acoustics can help renewable energy’ supported
by the IoP’s SW Regional Officer Miranda Addey.

Dr Ennion is piloting a varied
STEM day in 2016-7 for the
whole of Year 8. Each school is
being invited, in turn, to bring
their Year 8 students to spend a
whole day at THS. After being split into groups of c30,
the students experience Biology, Computing, Maths,
Physics/Chemistry and Design Technology
workshops on rotation. The aim is for all students to have a positive, friendly experience
of STEM@ths, and also be helped to prepare
to move to Upper School in the secure company of their peers. This has been designed in response to discussions with
St Mary’s Middle School, Puddletown
who were the first to trial the Year 8
STEM day in October. They took part in
workshops provided by Mr Eadie on code-breaking, Mr
Januszewski on acids and alkalis, Mr Williams on robotics or Mrs Broadbent on Minecraft and Ranger Russ on
animal evolution and adaptation.
The Maths department has also traditionally run special sessions for selected Middle School
students termly. THS was awarded an ENTHUSE Partnership Award in 2016 (funded by the Department for
Education, industry, and top STEM organisations) aiming
to raise attainment of lower and middle ability students
as well as disadvantaged students in Years 7 and 8,
Maths Key Stage 3. Dr Ennion, Miss Tanner and Mrs
Wardlaw attended an ENTHUSE Partnership CPD conference at the University of York
in June to gain insights into best
practice from experienced
schools. Mr Eadie, on returning
to THS in September, has been
supporting the Middle Schools
and reports “Year 8 students
from Dorchester Middle School (DMS) were invited to
THS on 3rd November to participate in our mathematics
enrichment programme. The aims of this session were to
explore approaches and contexts involving proportional
reasoning and then to apply these skills to producing a
recipe for cookies. The students then made cookies in
accordance with their own calculations. The programme
also has the objective of motivating and enthusing students with regards to studying Maths and gives them the
opportunity to explore the many applications of mathematics in the wider world. The group of students from
DMS certainly enjoyed themselves and produced a fine
selection of cookies. Students from St Osmund’s and St
Mary’s Middle Schools are attending similar sessions in
the coming weeks; we look forward to seeing them.”
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The biennial ‘Meet the Scientists’ event was held in
British Science Week for top set Year 9nths and 10hs.
During 8 minute mini-meetings, the students were able
to get to know a range of enthusiastic professional scientists and quiz them about their career paths and what
their day at work encompassed. The 28 visiting scientists from Amec Foster
Wheeler, BAE Systems,
Biotrack, Cefas, Jurassic
Coast Trust, Merck, Universities of Bath, Bournemouth, Exeter, Leicester
and Southampton, Wessex Water included former THS students and
were supplemented by
sixth formers carrying out the Tick Project (Page 2).
STEM Ambassadors Karen Dickens and John Close
helped out the THS team with great spirit, ensuring the
event ran smoothly. Students were asked to describe
what they thought scientists ‘are like’ and ‘what they do’
both before and after the speed-networking event and
the results are displayed as Wordle diagrams. Close encounters with astronomers, animal trackers, fish disease
experts, water catchment analysts, materials chemists,
archaeologists and epidemiologists (to name but a few
areas of expertise on show) made a welcome and positive difference to students’ perceptions.
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Science and Technology Around Us
At the end of the summer term, two entertaining, participative cross-curricular theatre shows for Years 9 and 10
confronted students with some of the challenges of modern life.
In ‘The Burger
Apocalypse’, an
environmentally
themed show devised and presented
by Dr Tony Curran
from the University
of Southampton, students found out about how to reduce
the carbon footprint of their food whilst eating healthily
and saving money! Dr Curran gave top tips on avoiding
waste, buying fruits and vegetables in season and opting
for lower carbon foods by testing their
knowledge in a series of rounds based on
TV game shows. All students were given a
seasonality chart to take home and encouraged to think carefully about their food
habits. The overall winner of the day’s
‘Pointless’ challenge about fruits in season
was Nikolas Jones in 10nt. Nikolas was
delighted to receive a prize donated by Dr
Curran - a signed copy of Mike BernersLee’s ‘How bad are bananas? The carbon footprint of
everything’ and presented to him on the last day of term
by award winning stand-up mathematician Matt Parker.
In ‘The Hidden Maths of
Technology’ for all in
Years 9 and 10, Matt Parker reminded students that
Maths is all around us.
Matt gripped their attention
from the start by challenging them to catch
him out with some mental Maths puzzles
(unsuccessfully!) and to use their smart phones for
Maths. Time flew by as he demonstrated turning a
digital photo into an Excel spreadsheet, explored the
Maths behind barcodes, and converted names to
binary (and deciphered a pattern made out of binary
symbols on a scarf, knitted by his mother.) Matt
aims to help change the culture of Maths by making it
enjoyable and he certainly brought some fun along to
THS for a fitting finale to the academic year.
Maths and environmental considerations were also paramount when the Smallpeice Trust staged a Wind Turbine STEM Technology Challenge for Year 9 students
in theatre in February, sponsored by National Grid. Eight
scratch teams of students (determined alphabetically)
designed and constructed wind turbines with the aim of
producing the greatest amount of electricity whilst ensuring their model was aesthetically pleasing to avoid local
planning problems. After
team presentations at the
end of the afternoon,
Roxanne Payne of Smallpeice, judged an all girls
team ’Lightning’ to be the
winners with an all boys
team ‘BLT’ as runners up.
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The Farnborough
Airshow Futures
Day held in July
was a brilliant
chance for aspiring
engineers and science students to
gain insight into
career opportunities in Aerospace
and Defence. Mr Munro, Mr Stosiek and some of the
THS party drawn from Years 11 and 12, spotted Tim Peake in Hall 1 as they wandered
around the vast site. As well as enjoying the
famed flying display, students experienced aerospace technology of the future and met with
academic institutions in the Innovation Zone.
Design Technology (DT) sixth
formers and future engineers
visited two iconic international
companies which are both
thriving locally - Sunseeker in
Poole and Numatic in Chard.
Mr Patel and DT team are keen for students to visit each
year, to help students gain context for studies, to learn
about ways in which companies operate and recruit their
workforce and to see their distinctive products first-hand.
Links with other local companies are also
maintained through a variety of careers
initiatives (Page 14). National companies
e.g. QinetiQ and BAE Systems have visited
to target potential apprentices and discuss
the benefits of their various level schemes.
Dorset ASSET and the
Valter Prize Trust were set
up in 2003 as a charity
which offers science and
technology prizes annually in
Dorset. The Trust aims to
encourage students up to
the age of 20 to study appropriate subjects to enable
them to become professional scientists, engineers or
technologists. Students from THS presented selected
projects at the Valter Prize Award Ceremony held at
Bournemouth University 15 July and were commended
for their excellent design technology and science
work. Aidan Sykes won £300 donated by the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers for his ‘Aviation themed coffee
table’; Ethan Wilson was awarded £150 donated by the
Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) for his
‘Nightlight’; Eleanor Beale scooped a top Textile Technology prize of £125 for a ‘Tartan and denim jacket’
and Natalie Cotterell won the Science Prize of £200 donated by the Royal Naval Cordite Factory Association for
‘Bone Collagen study’. Highly commended certificates
and prizes of £50 were also won by Tess McNab for a
‘Japanese-themed dress’ and Emma Potter for a ‘Coffee
table’ with Thomas Caldecott receiving a certificate of
commendation for his ‘ Baby-Smart Nightlight’. THS is
grateful to Paul Goodwin, Dorchester Area Manager for
Dorset ASSET, for promoting the inspirational efforts of
these magnificent seven students. THS is also grateful to
Dorset ASSET for a grant supporting the July outing for
Year 9 to the Science and Natural History Museums.
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Developing Engineering Talents

Promoting Physics

Following a rigorous application process, Matthew Torok
and Stephen Workman were both successful in gaining
Arkwright Scholarships to help them pursue their interests in engineering whilst in the
sixth form. Coventry University is
sponsoring Matt
(L) and the Royal
Air Force is supporting Stephen (R). Harry Buttle and Isabel MacArtney
Parker are now in the second year of their scholarships.
School leaver (and former Arkwright scholar) Dan Jacobson received the Atlas Elektronik STEM prize and was
also awarded one of only 8 prestigious undergraduate
IET Diamond Jubilee Scholarships supported by The
ERA Foundation for the 4 years of his General Engineering course at the University of Durham. In October,
Colin Turner, Arkwright’s regional officer visited THS to
catch up with the students’ progress and to encourage
potential scholars to apply for 2017. Matt Torok was also
awarded the BAE Naval Ships Prize for his Year 11 endeavours; he also became the national winner of the Iain
Macleod Training Award (in its first year) and will attend
a valuable sheet metalwork course at Contour Academy
in Peterborough next year.

THS continues to derive benefits from its
association with The Ogden Trust in legacy
from having acted as one of their hub
schools over recent years. For 5 weeks at the end of the
summer term, Physics undergraduate Melanie Snedden
from Edinburgh University joined the science department
as Ogden Physics Student Teacher Intern with the
aim of finding out if she
might be suited to a career in Physics teaching.
Melanie threw herself into
every aspect of school life
wholeheartedly and made
a hugely positive impact
on all she encountered, especially the students who experienced her workshops, and was rewarded by being
shortlisted for national ’Outstanding Intern of the Year’.

The Future Engineers
STEM Club, primarily led
by sixth form students,
enters the 4x4 Land Rover Challenge each year.
Using a kit, the students
‘Design, Analyse, Make, Test and Drive’ their customised vehicle and are assessed for each stage of their
performance including gaining sponsorship! In March,
the rookie team mentored by Dan Jacobson, James
Cooper and friends enjoyed putting their rover through its paces against teams from the
South West at the University of Exeter and
gained Silver CREST Awards. Etienne
Peach, Alex Jenkins, Ben Harries and friends are coaching the new crew’s attempt with help from STEM Ambassador Steve Howes from Poundbury Systems.
Two teams from Year 11 and two
from Year 12 took part in the annual
Fleet Air Arm Engineering Challenge Days held at Yeovilton in
November. As Swordfish, Merlin and
Harrier teams, they were tasked with
providing a full set of working controls and control surfaces for an aeroplane with working
flap indicator lights. They were shown controls, how they
work, taken round the museum to compare control surfaces, given their briefs on paper, tools and models and
then marked according to timing, design, build and test
criteria and a presentation at the end. All students gained
British Science Association CREST Discovery Awards.
Individual students are encouraged to further their engineering ambitions by attending Smallpeice Trust and
Headstart courses, an Aeronautical Day in London, a
Women in Engineering Day in Yeovil (as they arise),
and STEM Clubbers visit Airbus in Portsmouth annually.
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Schools associated with the Physics Department of the
University of Southampton are asked by their Ogden
Trust Science Officer Dr
Sadie Jones, to nominate
their best young physicists for
the annual Ogden ‘Schools
Physicists of the Year
Awards’. Based on overall
results, Jonathan Hoare and
Naomi Roberts had excelled in Year 12 and attended
the Southampton ceremony to receive their SPotY
awards. About 50 nominees aged 14-18 years, together
with their parents, gathered to socialise before taking
their seats in the lecture theatre. The evening was introduced by Professor Phil Charles, the Head of Physics
and Astronomy, who reminded the gathering that the
point of getting students excited about astronomy and
astrophysics isn’t about becoming astronomers so much
as becoming scientists. This was followed by a
‘Supernova Extravaganza’ show presented by PhD student, Chris Frohmaier. Afterwards, Jonathan and Naomi received congratulations from Professor Charles and
certificates and £25 book tokens .
Dr Alice Mills, The Ogden Trust’s Science Officer at the
University of Exeter, visited THS in April to give AS and
A2 physicists a lecture about the the Universe, its scale and how to measure distances to support their curriculum studies.
Aspiring physicists were able to chat with Dr
Mills over lunch about Physics at university.
THS organises its own Ogden
Physics Award competition for
Year 12 on return from their AS
exams. This year, students were
challenged to present a Powerpoint presentation of 5 slides
explaining the Inverse Square
Law. Winners 1st Jonathan
Hoare, 2nd Ethan Tribe and 3rd
Emily McFarlane, were presented with prizes by judge, school trustee and governor
Professor Hugh Griffiths from University College London
in October. Prof Griffiths joined sixth form Physics lessons for the remainder of his day visiting Science.
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Amazing Biology ………….
Year 9 entered into the
spirit of The Physiological
Society’s national ‘Ode to
Physiology’ poetry competition run by the Science
and English departments in
the summer term. Combining rhythm and rhyme with
scientific knowledge, their
entries explored the physiology behind elite performance
in the Animal Kingdom. Judge Ms Sainsbury congratulated them for their efforts “Well done and thank you to
all who took part, in particular our winning wordsmiths”:
1 Ellie Speight ‘A Sloth’s Life’; Henning
2 Ben Hall ‘African Clawless Otter’; Napier
3 Charlie Bone ’Ode to the Cheetah and Hyena’ Stratford
Ellie Speight ‘The Desert Elephant’; Trenchard
The top entries received book tokens and were presented with certificates at World in Dorset Day in July.
Selected poems were displayed in the science corridor.
Thirty students studying triple science in Year 9 took
part in an inspirational ‘Discovering River Ecology
Day’ at the River Laboratory, near Wareham, in May.
Field and lab activities were led by Professor Genoveva
Esteban from Bournemouth University and Dr Rowe.
The students were presented with CREST Discovery
Awards on completing assignments to collect and identify an abundance of freshwater life and to find out more
about species adaptations and pollution indicators. The
students were able to see the species in sharp focus as
they used a high power microscope for the first time,
which had been presented to THS in
memory of former Hardyean Robert
Strong by his brother Andrew (as pictured with Dr Rowe). Two more top
quality microscopes were given to
THS by Dorset County Hospital (following an instrument
upgrade) by arrangement with Dr John. The Science department is very grateful for these kind, useful donations.
Animal Magic
Ranger Russ Copsey made popular visits to THS in June
and October to present his menagerie of inspiring animals in science lessons for Years 9 and10 and to child
care CACHE students. An extra bonus drop-in session
for sixth form biologists inspired
Carlos Finlay to write ‘Animal expert slithers in to educate Dorset
students on wildlife conservation’,
the first of his many journalistic
contributions to the Dorset Echo’s
columns devoted to young people’s ‘Voices’. Pupils were encouraged to admire an emperor scorpion and rose tarantula (kept well out of reach in boxes) and to handle other
species (safely under supervision) to wonder at their
weird and wonderful characteristics and evolutionary adaptations. The exotic cast included star of the show, boaconstrictor ‘Ruby’ (who shed her skin in a single length
just before the October visit), Madagascan hissing cockroach, giant African snail, giant millipede and corn snake.
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Getting Biomedical
Mr Munro tweeted some delicious
Biology bakes produced by his class
9h1 who enjoyed getting
creative by decorating cakes to depict monoclonal antibodies (antibodies made
by identical immune cells that are
all clones of a unique parent cell).
A biomedical programme of study for Year 9 proved both
useful and enjoyable over the second half of the summer
term. ‘LifeLab’ was organised at THS by Dr Collington
with Biology teachers in conjunction with the University
of Southampton and its General Hospital’s education
staff for three classes of double science students. An
earlier pilot study showed that students who had taken
part in LifeLab retained the powerful messages that encouraged them to break cycles of unhealthy behaviour.
THS was fortunate in becoming an ‘intervention’ school
in the LifeLab trial which is funded
by the British Heart Foundation
UK; this meant that instead of just
carrying out a questionnaire with
chosen students, the science department also benefitted from
teaching a 4-6 week module of pre-planned lessons in
school, teacher professional development workshops
with extended support, and a
day’s hands-on programme in
Southampton’s customised hospital research laboratory for each of
the three classes in turn in June/
July. The aims of the highly original LifeLab programme are 1. to
improve the health of young people, their future and that
of their children and 2. for the students involved to become enthusiastic about science and to consider scientific careers. The day out in Southampton offered a circus of activities such as taking physiological measurements, measuring arterial blood
flow and carotid artery wall
thickness, examining skeletons
and extracting their own DNA to
explore the effect of lifestyle on
gene expression. The students
had a go at CPR
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation) and met three practising
scientists with different specialisms. The project met with
formal ethics approval and was approved by both the
school and participants’ families.
Unfortunately the annual Year 9 outing to ‘Men in
White’ a Molecular Mystery at the University of Exeter
Medical School was cancelled on the day due to exceptionally high winds closing the road.
Keen would-be-biomed students attend Biosciences Club run by Dr Collington (- they helped out with activities
based on digestion at the Family Festival of Science). Several prospective
medical students in Years 10/11 were accepted for a
new special ‘Introduction to Medicine’ course run by
Dorset Primary Care Workforce Centre at Poole Hospital
and in a General Practice over the October half term.
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BTEC Applied Science sixth formers students were
joined by Biology AS students for two visits to scientific
organisations in 2016. A main aim for the BTEC students
was for them to see first-hand the work carried out by
professional scientists to help them prepare portfolio
work. In February, 33 students visited the Centre for
Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science
(Cefas) in Weymouth. Following a welcome from host
Fiona Voigt, students heard short talks before going on a
tour of the facilities. They learnt about the ‘Fish Health
Inspectorate’ from Niall O’Rahelly, ‘Chemical control of
invasive crayfish’ from Rachel Parks and ‘Vibrios, shellfish, swimming and sun’ from Rachel Hartnell. BTEC students were shown clear demarcation of clean and contaminated
areas
away
from computers
and
desks. As
a followup, they
had to design a scientific laboratory with key features
and to analyse why the design of a laboratory is important; Miss Lewis was grateful for the ongoing support
given by Cefas staff. Dr Rowe and the Biology students
were also fascinated by the variety of Cefas work shown
to them during their parallel tour.
In October, Kate Rowe,
Chief Clinical technologist welcomed the THS
party of Year 13 BTEC
Applied Science and aspiring medical students,
accompanied by Mr Ellison and Miss Lewis, to the
Medical Physics Department at Dorset County Hospital. Following a general introduction, students toured the
general x-ray room, ultrasound, nuclear medicine and CT
scanning in small groups and were treated to a detailed
description of diagnostic work and careers by the staffmembers concerned in a very busy, friendly department.
For a first time, Darwin Day celebrations for sixth form
biologists were split between two separate days. Genetic Modification
was the topic
tackled by Year
12 biologists in
February with
Professor Alan Gray, Fellow of the Centre For Ecology.
Following his lecture about evidence-based research,
students discussed their personal opinions about various
uses of the technology in a workshop. Professor John
Bryant from the University of Exeter came later in March
to discuss Genetics and Ethics and pre-implantation
diagnosis for Year 13 Biology and Year 12 Ethics students. Following Prof Bryant’s lecture, students debated
complex issues in 3 realistic case studies and fed back
their opinions and decisions to their peers. Prof Bryant
also met the winners of
the THS Princes Teaching Institute 2015 summer
biology project that he
had judged previously.
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Sixth formers also took part in an interactive lecture
‘Gene Detectives’ with Jack Humphrey PhD student
from UCL as a ‘Webinar’ in June. They discussed what a
genetic disorder is, whether mutations are always a bad
thing and how treatments are developed for people suffering from genetic disorders. This was all relevant to A
level studies and useful for aspiring bioscientists.
Mr Whitbread arranged for Year 13 Biologists
to take part in A2 fieldwork assignments in
September at Studland National Nature Reserve led by Dr Collington and Mr Sammons,
supported by the National Trust’s education team.

and Curious about Chemistry………
Chemistry students Jake Hatton, Dan Warland, Will Adler and Jacob Cox in Years 10 and 9 competed as the
South West’s regional winning
team at the national finals of the
Royal Society of Chemistry’s
annual ‘Top of the Bench’ competition, held at Loughborough
University in April. Will Sadler reported “It was a once in
a lifetime experience….. The test was very challenging
particularly the general knowledge section. Then, a quick
lunch break was followed by a 2 hour long practical in
the extensive teaching labs. The practical was all about
creating batteries but it involved 3 main tasks and a lot of
complicated maths….. Next, we had a talk where we had
to bid for a research project to be funded by the university. This was followed by the prize giving. We didn't get a
mention but there were 32 teams there and only 6 prizes
were given. Overall I really enjoyed the experience and
well done to the winners King Edward the 6th school.”
Four new students took part in Top
of the Bench in December at the
University of Exeter and received
certificates after a challenging practical task estimating Vitamin C.
In January, 15 Year 12
chemists took part in a
‘Twilight Chemistry
Practical’ at the University of Southampton. Students extracted
the natural product
trimyristin from nutmeg
using a range of organic chemistry techniques. Led by
Dr Simon Gerrard, a team of postgraduates demonstrated the workshop in the university’s state-of-the-art teaching labs. In July Dr Andrew Hall, Hannah Sullivan and
Daniel Scott from the University of Bath visited THS to
provide workshops for chemists and applied scientists
‘Spectroscopy in a suitcase’ by arrangement with the
Royal Society of Chemistry. Students identified unknown
compounds using Infra Red, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Mass
Spectroscopy machines. Feedback
from both practicals
indicated that they
had been enjoyable
and helped students’
understanding of
higher education.
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Competitions………….

and STEM Clubs…………..

Stratford College students Ollie Taylor in Year 10 and Sophie Parvin in
Year 11 heard in January that they
had won a top prize of £100 and a
runner-up prize £50 respectively in
the national competition run by the British Mycological
Society to celebrate UK Fungus Day 2015.They were
presented with prizes by Mr Ellison, Head of Science.

New Year 9 students spend one of
their first THS science lessons attending an annual STEM Fair,
meeting representatives of STEM
Clubs who showcase activities provided in Science/Design Tech/ICT/Maths departments.
Teachers and sixth form students together with visiting
STEM Ambassadors voluntarily run a range of crosscurricular projects after school or during lunchtime so
that students can find kindred spirits and join any (or indeed many!) clubs that appeal.
Mr Sammons coordinated this
autumn’s event with stands
provided by Astronomy, Bamboo Bike, Bugs, Computing,
Electronics, Future Engineers,
Girls in Engineering Maths and Science (G.E.M.S.),
Greenpower, Jurassic Explorers, Lego League, Robotics/ Raspberry Pi and Scentsational Science Clubs. All
abilities and ages can join STEM Clubs and work together to earn British Science Association CREST Awards or
to enter competitions or to just have fun. Members benefits include gaining priority on several trips including going to Airbus Defence and Space in Portsmouth in November to enjoy a workshop and tour of their site where
payloads for satellites are designed, tested and built.

Mr Lewis organises an inter-college competition as a
homework for each year group once a year (see P16 for
internal Logos and Resources competitions). Some competitions comply with criteria outlined by external organisations (e.g. UK Fungus Day above). The Copper Development Association required entrants to its Uncover
Copper 2017 competition to design an A3 poster uncovering
copper’s essential role in our present and future based on one of
three categories: building services, health and medicine or
renewable energy and transport.
A panel of teachers judged Year
9 entries internally according to
scientific understanding of copper, originality, clarity and creativeness. After much deliberation Stratford’s Becky Warland 9s was awarded first
place for ‘Copper it’s a balance’
with joint second place shared between Napier’s Ben Foyle, Henning’s Gabriel Thacker and Trenchard’s Finlay Morrison. All winning
and highly commended posters are
on display in the science corridor
and have been sent off to the national competition.
Subject-specific Olympiads
and Challenges run nationally
and internationally give students with particular interests
opportunities to expand and
extend their talents. In 2016’s
British Biology Olympiad,
Octavia Kurn gained an outstanding Gold Medal with Eilish Hart and Natalie Cotterell achieving Bronze and Tabitha Platt, Henry Thraves
and Flora Johnson all Highly Commended.
Maths challenge! 120 students (more than ever before!) from Years 9, 10 and 11 undertook
the 2016 Maths Challenge, run by the UK Mathematics Trust aimed at stretching the highest
achieving mathematicians. An amazing two thirds of the
school’s entrants received top awards: 24 Gold, 23 Silver
and 33 Bronze. In consequence, 17 qualified to enter the
worldwide Maths competition and Michael Norman and
Jake Hatton were the most successful achieving entry
into the Maths Olympiad for the brightest 500 in the UK.
Remaining students qualified for the Intermediate Kangaroo Competition with Robbie Bennett finishing impressively amongst the top 1000 (25%) in the world!
THS is delighted that the endeavours of its hard-working
and talented students receive well-deserved recognition.
The British Physics Olympiad results for 14 talented
physicists are keenly awaited at the time of going to
press ………….
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The Greenpower Club has been very grateful for the
added impetus that STEM Ambassador Pete Hawkins
has brought to their project in 2016; ambassadors from
BAE Systems and Poundbury Systems have also been
very helpful with Lego League and Future Engineers.
Jurassic Explorers have strong ties with the Jurassic
Coast Trust and members helped run activities at a Dinosaur Sleepover in Dorset County Museum (DCM) in
February and at the Family Festival of Science in October; in December they gave a talk with Dr Rowe at DCM
about their pioneering research ‘Geology revealed’.
Scentsational Science is ever– popular with c35 students making natural
beauty products with Mrs Sammons.
In their latest Bronze CREST Award
project, they are investigating emulsification in body lotions and butters by
testing ingredients for their abilities to
keep oil/fat and water layers mixed.
Molly Flute, Abbie Hounsome and Holly Bennington also
helped the public (and many small children) to make and
understand the science of bath bombs at the Family
Festival of Science. Mrs Sammons was glad of their support “They did a fantastic job, well done all!”
The Big Bang Fair South West,
held at the University of Exeter in
June, was attended by 30 STEM
club members. Three groups of
Year 9 girls displayed Bronze
Award projects on sustainability to
industry leaders and judges in the regional heat of the
annual ‘National Science and Engineering Competition’ (see Page 13). In the exhibition arena, Year 12 students displayed their research on ‘Lyme disease in ticks’
in collaboration with bioscientists at Exeter. To round off
a full day they all enjoyed a ‘Space Oddities’ show full of
experiments presented by the National Space Academy.
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Closing the Gap, Girls WISE up in STEM
Women are still chronically under-represented across all
fields of STEM making up just 6-14 % of its workforce
(according to various reports). There is a shortfall in recruitment across the STEM industry sector and a drive
from government to upskill the next generation to meet
these needs. The challenge to close the gender gap is
reportedly greatest in mixed state schools. Several years
ago it became apparent at THS, that STEM clubs were
dominated by boys and some option courses e.g. Computer Science, Design Technology Resistant Materials
and Systems & Control always struggled to attract girls.
Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) suggest that
girls are more likely to do STEM if they see a subject as
being good for keeping their options open, if they can
see themselves working in that area and if they consider
they will fit in and end up working with people like them.
Efforts are ongoing at THS to redress the balance when
evidence suggests extra encouragement for girls may be
helpful.
In example, the few girls who attended the Big Bang SW
in 2011 enjoyed a lip balm stand and mentioned they’d
like a cosmetics-themed club; in response Mrs Sammons
has had much success with girls enjoying Scentsational
Science, linking with Lush, and doing innovative science.
Boys made up the team of Top of the Bench competitors
in 2015 as the selected girls were reluctant to attend but
in 2016 Deborah Blair has volunteered for the THS team.
When a robotics workshop open to all - attracted just
boys, Bournemouth University
were keen to help redress the
balance and ‘widen participation’ by running a follow-up session for girls successfully.
This year Mrs Lingham and the ICT and Computing department organised a STEM week in January and hosted
2 workshops provided by Bournemouth University STEM
outreach, led by John Baxter. Forty girls in Years 9 and
11 spent a day competing
in teams, programming
robots to negotiate tasks
based on STEM careers
and were awarded CREST
Discovery Awards; 29 more
girls from Years 9 and 10 also spent a morning learning
about jobs in computing and animation and then used
Clara.io software to complete an animation task. A feedback survey was overwhelmingly positive, and numbers
of girls taking computing subjects as options have risen.
Mrs Adams fostered three teams
of Year 9 girls in the STEM Africa
Club aiming to create solutions to
problems experienced by people
in the poorest parts of the world
and in the process learn more
about the potential for a STEM future themselves. Mentored by former Soroptimist Helen Toft, sixth former Isabel MacArtney-Parker and Mrs Adams, their original goal
was to enter sustainability projects into the Soroptimist
International (SI) Bournemouth STEM Challenge in
March. The Mad Hatters created a knitted bag (made
from old plastic carrier bags), and a home-made paper
notebook to assist and increase children and adults’
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learning opportunities. They progressed to the finals at Bournemouth
and later won the ‘Best Communicator
in Engineering’ prize when they competed in the National Science and
Engineering Competition at the Big
Bang SW in Exeter in June. The
Shoemakers modelled hand-made shoe designs made
from scrap materials for refugees. Mad Hatters and
Shoemakers were rewarded with certificates from SI
Bournemouth and all three teams gained Bronze CREST
Awards. The Three Musketeers
made a water filtration system and
although not ready for the Bournemouth competition, they gained the
‘CREST Award for creativity in a
project, process or outcome’ at the
Big Bang SW! The girls then led 3 assemblies for Year 9
World in Dorset Day in July presenting their projects,
discussing the product design process and asking their
peers to think up other products and designs in a scrapheap challenge. Mrs Adams was very proud of their
achievements “The whole process has been positive
with the girls gaining extra skills in public speaking, team
work, scientific research and engineering”. Mrs Campbell
has taken on the SI Challenge for 2017 with new intake
Year 9 girls.
Postgraduate
engineer
Jess Spurrell
from University of Southampton visited THS to celebrate
‘Women in Engineering Day’ in June. In presentations
to Year 9 girls as part of their science lessons, she described her passion for engineering, her work on superconductivity and cryogenics and also many brilliant women engineers in history. Girls in Year 10 who had met
Jess at a Dragonfly engineering taster day in 2015 at
the university were invited to take part in follow-up research and attend a ‘Talk to Us’
celebration where the impact of
the university’s outreach projects
was being assessed. The girls
enjoyed Southampton’s Engineering Design Showcase before refreshments and a
series of talks; Florence Penfold was outstanding when
she volunteered to speak to the gathering about her positive experience of the Dragonfly event. Another batch of
14 Year 9 girls experienced tribology, acoustical engineering and high resolution X-ray computed tomography
in December’s Dragonfly event at Southampton.
The low take-up by girls of engineering
and some Design Technology options
was tackled by staging a Jurassic
Jewellery STEM day for Year 9 girls in
December. Miss Pengelly and Mr Richardson organised a ‘design and make’
workshop supported by aspiring engineers in Year 13
Naomi Roberts and Anna Bostock. Dr Anjana Ford from
the Jurassic Coast Trust gave a keynote talk about her
career and fossils before students learnt from THS staff
about maths in nature, dissecting a cuttlefish, metallurgy,
biomimicry in architecture and STEM careers and cast a
personalised piece of jewellery to take home
made with pewter in a cuttlefish bone mould.
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Careers in Focus

Developing Key Skills Away and at Home

Careers Co-ordinator Ms Brady reports on the progress
made by THS in 2016 to improve its Careers Education,
Information, Advice and Guidance (CEIAG) for students:
“The school has been working towards the Quality
Standard Investors in Careers. It is a nationally recognised standard that verifies excellence of the CEIAG
work which goes on in schools and this is especially evident in our STEM provision. During the Summer of 2016,
THS achieved Stage Two of the award and is now working towards the final stage which we aim to attain in
Spring 2017. The award not only recognises the standards of a school’s provision but also improves students’
awareness of opportunities and helps to raise aspiration.
In an effort to reach out to its ALUMNI THS has
collaborated with Future First setting up a secure online
platform to support the connections between former students. The database has now over 270 registered Alumni who volunteer to help and support careers events in
school in so doing help to grow a large network of those
who the school can call on to share their experiences in
a wide range of industries. There have been many
events in 2016 which have been supported by our
ALUMNI and our thanks goes to them for their interest
and enthusiasm working with our young people.
Also supporting CEAIG, THS have recently partnered with Atlas Elektronik UK, based near Dorchester,
who are leaders in sonar technology, mine hunting, naval
weapons and combat systems. Atlas are sponsoring the
school with their membership of Dorset Young Chamber which is a recently launched initiative to provide real
opportunities to our students, supported by local businesses. The intention of Young Chamber is to create
long term relationships between schools and industry
and to help and support young people in choosing their
future careers. Thank you to Atlas Elektronik for supporting this initiative.”
In further support:
Dr Alison Hill visited from the University of
Exeter to help Year 11 students attending
October’s Sixth Form Open Evening to
decide whether Biology and Chemistry
might be a good choice. Mrs Taylor and the Sixth Form
team stage three ‘Futures Days’ for Year 12 students in
which they can find out about post-18 options, the world
of work and university, gain support for their chosen
pathway and practise interviews. Many former students
return to help teachers deliver subject-specific advice.
Year 12 students attended a conference at
Exeter in July ‘Britain
Needs Scientists’
with taster sessions on
Biosciences, Medicine,
Maths and Physics.
In addition to weekly sessions supporting would-be medical students with Dr Collington, Mrs Needham arranged
visits from Dr Nicky Cleave on healthcare and addictions,
Jeff Jones on the paramedic service, Dr Jeremy Dobbs
GP (and a patient!) to discuss General Practice, Natalie
Hawker to talk about Midwifery and Dr Nicky Monks to
discuss NHS careers and embryology.

The UK-Japan Young Scientist Workshops were resounding successes in 2016!
Miss Lewis reports from Fukushima:
“Four students from Thomas Hardye School
joined 22 others from the UK and 25 Japanese
students from Fukishima schools for 10 days
of fun, cultural exchange and science. Having
landed in Tokyo and taking in the sights we travelled to
Sendai stopping in Inawashiro. Here we met with the
Japanese contingent and embarked on some field work
on Mount Bandai, a dormant volcano, and learnt a lot
about volcanoes, earthquakes and life on an island situated over 4 tectonic plates, Japan. On arriving at Tohoku
University students were divided into 10 different science
workshops. Thomas Hardye pupils were placed in
workshops looking at: Microbes and bioenergy, rapid mixing in microchannels,
personal genomic information and evacuation disaster. 3 days of practical work
and research culminated in formal presentations in front
of a full lecture theatre. The evenings were full of cultural
exchange, we saw presentations, played games, danced
and generally had fun learning about each other’s culture. Towards the end of our amazing experience we
visited the Yuriage Coast, an area devastated by the
2011 Tsunami. We met with 2 international engineers
helping to overcome future disaster likely in the area.
Thomas Hardye pupils did us proud and represented
Dorchester and the UK well.”
Mr Lewis reports from Cambridge:
“Y12 students Oscar Hickman, Eleanor Wilberforce and
Archie Armstrong spent a sunny week at the UK-Japan
Young Scientist Workshop in
Cambridge. Students were split
into groups and working with
Japanese students took part in
6 different week-long workshops. Working with scientific laboratories based in
Cambridge including the Whittle laboratory, students
designed and tested new blade shapes for turbines, explored the radiation all around us (particularly high in
bananas!). One group of 8 students including Eleanor
Wilberforce, led by Lucka Bibic, were tasked with making
a podcast about the projects the students were involved
in. We heard about how chemistry holds the key to making gold nanoparticles better and discovered how understanding cellulose nanocrystals make colours in insect
wings with ‘Naked Scientists’ on a scientific investigation. As well as applying their scientific skills to practical
situations, students also explored the cultural differences
between Japan and UK. On the final day students presented their findings to a scientific audience, including
Lord Rees a former president of the Royal Society and
other distinguished guests.
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Back in Dorset, Lauren Steele in Year 12
carried out a Gold CREST Award project
over the summer with Biotrack Ltd in
Wareham. Lauren evaluated the efficiency of photovoltaic cells for solar-powered
bird tracking GPS tags.
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Making Worldwide Connections
World in Dorset Day 11 July gave Year 9
students a chance to think deeply about the United Nations 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and to
work together to make a difference; this annual event
contributes to THS’ efforts as member of the UNESCO
Associated Schools Project Network. Mr Matthews who
organised the day reports “The day was a collaborative
success between Science, Humanities, Performing Arts,
Art and Design, Technology. By the end of the day the
whole of Year 9 pledged their ongoing support to SDG
number 3, that of Gender Equality for all.” The STEM
Africa Club teams explained their projects which aimed
to improve lives for people living in poverty and led a
scrapheap challenge (Page 13).
On 7 Jul Mr Matthews accompanied Molly
Gardiner and Caleb Milner, as our elected
UN Sustainable Goal ambassadors, to the
Houses of Parliament for a ‘Voices of the
Future’ book launch; expert speakers from
international foundations and agencies listened to children’s ideas for addressing the post-2015
SDG agenda on issues such as gender equality, climate
change, human rights, access to education and children’s rights. Molly won a gold medal for education and
Caleb won silver for environment; they also received
special commendations for human rights and science.
Collaborations between THS and Southampton’s Physics department during 2015’s International Year of Light
(IYL) were published by Matt Posner and colleagues in a
2016 paper ‘From school classes to UNESCO:IYLenabled environments for tackling the STEM skills
shortage through student-led outreach’ in Optics Education and Outreach IV Proc. of SPIE Vol. 9946, 994607.
THS was invited by Dorchester's 'Churches together Ecology
Group' to send students to join
representatives of local organisations to the Town Hall to challenge Oliver Letwin MP about progress made on the Paris Agreement to fix Climate Change, a year after the
summit took place. Jonathan Hoare, Kristina Pugh and
Ellie Stacey relished the ensuing debate on SDG 13 and
grilled Dr Letwin about: guaranteeing that Britain would
ratify the agreement; asking if he thought the target to
cut emissions to 80% of 1990 levels by 2050 was too
late; how he was promoting more urgent action within the
government; if the government had policies that would
ensure lower energy usage and greener ways of producing it; and whether he thought the billions being spent on
nuclear power would be better spent on renewables.
Setting the scene, Met Office scientists from Exeter had
earlier visited THS to speak to Year 12 during a sink slot
in January. The Hadley Centre’s Dr Robert Dunn addressed ‘Our climate past present and future’ and forecaster Emma Corrigan ‘Meteorology in the Met Office’.
Stratford College students have developed
their Environment Project by working with
Damers School Year 4 on the issue of litter damaging beaches and seas, culminating in a joint beach clean at Chesil in May.
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Earthquakes are detected from across the globe by the
seismometer in the school spine. Paul Denton from the
British Geological Survey (BGS), in charge of the UK
school seismology project, visited in May to upgrade
the connection live to BGS with new jAmaSeis software.
Since then, earthquakes have been detected from South Sandwich and Solomon
Islands, South Georgia, Italy and New
Zealand, and BGS has tweeted seismograms comparing THS with other schools.
Emily McFarlane was nominated to attend this year’s
London International Youth Science Forum (LIYSF)
in recognition of the work she has carried out during her
time at THS supporting science enrichment activities.
Emily reports “The LIYSF, held during the summer at
Imperial College London, was without a doubt two of the
most fantastic weeks of my life. With lectures on topics
pushing at the
boundaries of our
scientific
knowledge such
as ‘To Philae and
Beyond: Space
Travel with a
Comet’ by Professor Monica
Grady, to Dr David Robert Grimes’ ‘The Physics of Cancer Research’,
the whole experience was incredibly scientifically enriching. We had the opportunity to tailor our LIYSF experience to match specific areas of our scientific interest,
and to witness ground-breaking science in action on trips
to university research labs and institutions such as the
Culham Science Centre for Fusion Energy – a particular
highlight for me. I especially enjoyed the Science Bazaar
Evening where I had the opportunity to present a poster
of my own research; this event was a brilliant insight into
science communication and presentation.
For me, LIYSF was a unique and inspiring experience
due to the students who attend: nearly 500 young people
aged 16-21 from 75 countries, all sharing a passion for
science. I have gained so much academically, as well as
memories and friends that will last for years to come.”
Two major annual foreign trips were organised by the Science department in
2016. Mr Munro and team took
64 students to Florida in February and Miss
Pengelly and team took 40 Year 13 physicists
to CERN in November. As in previous years the Florida
party enjoyed visiting the Kennedy Space Center , Everglades and encountering a dolphin; for a first time they
also snorkelled at the marine conservation site off Key
Largo and saw amazing soft
corals, parrot fish, barracuda
and angel fish and more.
The CERN party had fun
visiting the particle Physics
laboratory and Large Hadron
Collider’s new Microcosm
exhibition and Geneva city.
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Curriculum Areas
Mr Ellison Curriculum Co-ordinator for Science reports
“In August 2016 the Science Department had to say
goodbye to several members of staff. Geoff Reader,
an experienced Physics teacher who shared his enthusiasm for the subject with students has taken retirement. Emma Skeldon has proved to be the enormous
loss to the Science Department as expected; her industrious attitude, attention to detail and ability to use her
initiative made her an invaluable member of the team.
Dave Thompson, Head of Chemistry, has left to become
Head of Science at another school and we also had to
wish good luck to Tracey Adams and her family who
were leaving England to become permanent residents of
Australia. Tracey is an excellent science teacher who is
able to motivate the most reluctant of students. Trainee
teacher Penny Campbell excelled on the Schools Direct
course and we are very lucky that she has chosen to
become an NQT at THS. PGCE student James Webster
also excelled and has returned to teach at his old school
in the Isle of Wight. Our latest Schools Direct trainees
Rebecca Hendry and Joe Mason have settled in well.
Science GCSE results have continued to improve,
as was predicted. The number of grades awarded at A*C has risen from 79% in 2015 to 81% in 2016. The Y10
students who took their Core Science exams at the end
of the year were very disappointing. This will undoubtedly have a negative impact on the overall GCSE Science
pass rate for the end of this academic year.
The changes made to GCSE Science specifications has moved from ‘draft’ status to ‘approved’. This
has meant a few modifications to the delivery of science
in Year 10. Having already taught the new content to
Year 9 in 2015 it is becoming familiar. The assessment
of work is continuing to evolve, however most of the
framework is now in place for Years 9 and 10.
The main focus for the Science Department is to
manage the increased level of demand offered by the
new GCSE courses. The Science Department functions
very well as a team and responds positively to any challenges that are encountered through tightening budgets
and increased expectations. As ever, it wishes all the
students who are assessed at the end of this academic
year good luck with their exams and future careers.”
Staff keep abreast of curriculum changes and latest research in a range of in-house
and external Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) opportunities. For example, the final THS Stimulating Physics Link School session with Teaching and
Learning Coach Trevor Plant from the Institute of Physics took place in
June; Mr Lewis
and Mrs Campbell
attended a Royal
Society Cutting
Edge Classrooms
CPD in November;
technicians came from far
and near to enjoy a full
day’s conference at THS in
June and a microscope
maintenance course in July.
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Extended Project Qualification (EPQ)
Student-led research carried out by
sixth form students as EPQs helps to
develop their skills and knowledge in a
field of particular interest and is recognised by admissions tutors often leading
to lower grade offers for university courses. Students
displayed posters on various STEM topics at the November EPQ showcase organised by Mr Hall:
Alistair Bates: Will computers replace humans as music
artists? Anna Bostock: Why don’t dogs fly? Frances Bratby: Has selective breeding in dogs led to exploitation and
cruelty? Zoe Carrington: Is there an alternative to the use
of embryonic stem cells for medical and scientific research? Jason Dominguez: Are humans the descendants of ancient extra-terrestrial life? Suzannah Hall: What
are the effects of hippocampal atrophy relating to mental
illness and are they reversible? Alex Horne: Is the terraformation of Mars a viable solution to the ever-growing
problem of humanity's strain on Earths resources? Olivia
Jackson: Is milk actually beneficial to our health if we
aren’t calves? Etienne Peach: Was it possible for Nikola
Tesla to transmit electricity wirelessly across the Atlantic
Ocean using the Wardenclyffe Tower? Kristina Pugh:
What will the impacts of the Swansea Tidal lagoon be, in
comparison to an alternative form of renewable energy?
William Ward: Could the Zika virus become endemic to
the United Kingdom? Numbers of sixth form students
going on to high level STEM pathways are impressively
high and the EPQ students will benefit in the longer term.
Curriculum-related inter-college competitions were
organised by Mr Lewis for Years 9 and 11 in the Spring.
Year 11 were asked to prepare a revision resource for use by an individual or pair to help with revision of a topic of additional science - biology, chemistry
or physics. They were judged according to 5 categories;
knowledge, topic keywords, interesting to use, catering
for full range A* - C and imaginative visual impact . The
winners were 1st overall Caroline Barry and Barbara
Stanzel (for a game), Trenchard, 2nd Michael Norman
and Ellen Burg, Stratford, 3rd Faye Tattershall, Napier.
Year 9 were asked to design a slogan and logo
for Science. The winners were 1st overall Daniela Tod
Napier (‘Science making the world a little brighter’), 2nd
Maya Sanjo, Stratford and =3rd Caitlin Harris, Trenchard
and Peter Archer, Henning. Winners received book token prizes and selected logos are displayed in science.

Articles and information supplied by: (In alphabetical order)
Mrs Adams, Ms Brady, Mrs Campbell, Mr Eadie, Mr Ellison,
Mr Hall, Mr Januszewski, Miss Lewis, Mr Lewis, Mr Matthews,
Mr Munro, Dr Rowe, Mrs Sammons, Miss Sneddon, Tweets
from @THS_Science, THS Webpages, students as quoted.
This newsletter was written and edited by Mrs Wardlaw
and published with Mr Scott.
Most photos supplied by Mrs Wardlaw, Mr Scott & THS.
The Thomas Hardye School is indebted to the many
people, organisations and companies who take part in our
S.T.E.M@ths events and activities. Their willingness to
give their time, expertise and to share their enthusiasm so
generously is greatly appreciated.
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